Growing Up In The Lord

The Blessings of Older Children

From Seek & Send:

WE'VE NOT HEARD MANY TESTIMONIES from other families about how their kids are growing, but would be interested to hear more. Our oldest three are Jason & Sherah & Summer. They are a big help with every part of our daily jobs & ministries. They do a very big part of housework & just do a lot of other things that we used to do.

SOME, MOMS & DADS, WHEN YOU THINK YOU CAN'T GET TO THAT AGE, life is so much easier.

No one wants to lose the joy of life. We've all had so much more time to enjoy being a family, to share life with our children.

THE LORD GAVE ME A FIGHTING SONG for this disease.

I was expecting something like "Owdor Christian Soldiers," but guess which one I got? The "little kids" sang it. The big kids couldn't get me to "can't be saved" I'm Jesus the Shepherd with the great big stick! Sometimes the Lord gives us such simple things that we can go forward to the things that I feel sofoot inequity in the little things.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PRAY for me. We have really quite an honour to think that God wants to use me to spread the Gospel to the last one of us. Remember me well also that the Lord has promised the great things for the little things. I could not have made this trip without the phone of being praying for this trip. Thank you all the brethren.

We will continue to pray for you and pray for every single family. Sometimes we seem to get in a rut and forget that we are forever one another.

So they will love the Lord.

And keep them in the Word.

To be Your last bold messengers.

Thank You Lord for our older children.

The kids do the litness.

Please pray for me and the kids.

So that You will give Your blessing.

Would help us do our best.

There aren’t many words for what we have in store.

To rest assured in that planted seed.

Such a blessing to Your work!

To love the Lord.

For all the children are experiencing.

It really isn’t easy to encourage or discourage the children about sex, but we like to talk to them about what it really is. It isn’t a joke, but comes very natural to the children.

So they don’t hesitate to share with us without even a fuss.

Sometimes they surprise us by being more loving.

We didn’t want to write about what we think children should be doing, as we don’t really know & even have questions about how much flesh brothers & sisters can share with one another.

But we would want to share our experiences & are interested in communicating with the Family.

Love, Seek & Send.

Anon.

Survival & Camping Tips! from your Monthly Reports!

FOR THOSE IN BRITAIN WE RECOMMEND A COPY OF "PROTECT & SURVIVE", a government publication available for 50p, it tells you how to make your yard secure & family safe under nuclear attack, available from some booksellers.

Here the only news is the dust falling where the wind blows well there may be a lot of very wide spread dangers of all. No part of the U.K. can be considered safe we are just leaving a bare but isn’t document! Lord help us to Hell!—Jean & Rachael Scott.

WE HAVE FOUND OUT FROM DIFFERENT S. AMERICAN EMBASSIES that it is wise not to take a car & caravan with you but to buy one there. The Brazil Embassy said it’s a gain to the law to bring a car & caravan into Brazil. The Embassy for Argentina & Venezuela said that you could take a car & caravan but that you will have to pay a heavy tax. The Brazilian Embassy said that a car alone would cost no less than $5,000 tax when entering the country. If you buy a car while leaving the country, "they will charge you for it.

IF YOU FORGET TO SOAP BEANS OVERNIGHT, you can simply boil the beans and then throw off the heat & leave them tightly covered for 2 hours. The end result will be more "meat" than you would have gotten otherwise.

FOR THOSE IN THE U.S.: Paws shops & military stores carry a large variety of foods for a much cheaper price than those found in ordinary retail outlets. Also the Pro-Vita Corp. sells cheaper (I think) dried up foods that are great. For example a No. 10 can of beef flavored textured vegetable protein costs $4.90. Orders over $250 get a 10% discount which is returned to you after you’ve paid in full. For a $3 fee you can return any goods.

PRAY FOR ME! It's really quite an honour to think that God—I mean the Creator of the Universe!—wants to use me to spread the Gospel to the last one of us. Remember me well also that the Lord has promised the great things for the little things. I could not have made this trip without the phone of being praying for this trip. Thank you all the brethren.

We will continue to pray for you and pray for every single family. Sometimes we seem to get in a rut and forget that we are forever one another.

So they will love the Lord.

And keep them in the Word.

To be Your last bold messengers.

Thank You Lord for our older children.

The kids do the litness.

Please pray for me and the kids.

So that You will give Your blessing.

Would help us do our best.

There aren’t many words for what we have in store.

To rest assured in that planted seed.

Such a blessing to Your work!

To love the Lord.

For all the children are experiencing.

It really isn’t easy to encourage or discourage the children about sex, but we like to talk to them about what it really is. It isn’t a joke, but comes very natural to the children.

So they don’t hesitate to share with us without even a fuss.

Sometimes they surprise us by being more loving.

We didn’t want to write about what we think children should be doing, as we don’t really know & even have questions about how much flesh brothers & sisters can share with one another.

But we would want to share our experiences & are interested in communicating with the Family.

Love, Seek & Send.

Anon.

Through our own mistakes, we can learn from life as it unfolds—always be prepared to heal burns & other skin problems. Many things...